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INTRODUCTION. It has long been a dream of cell biologists to catch a glimpse of the 
molecular architecture inside living cells, so far largely an uncharted territory. In addition to 
relatively robust molecular machines, these are undoubtedly many ensembles of macromolecules 
which jointly perform vital functions, but are held together by forces too weak to withstand 
conventional biochemical isolation and purification procedures[1,2]. 
  
METHOD. Electron tomography is the most general method for obtaining 3-D information by 
EM. It can be applied to pleomorphous structures like organelles, whole cells or tissue sections 
embedded in vitreous ice, i.e. without chemical fixation or staining. 
  
The basic concept is not new, but formidable technical obstacles prevented realization of its full 
potential until recently. The key problem is to reconcile two conflicting requirements: In order to 
obtain a detailed and undistorted reconstruction, a tilt series must be recorded that covers as wide 
a tilt range as possible in as many increments as possible. At the same time, the electron dose must 
be kept subcritical if radiation damage is not to erase structural details[3]. 
  
The development of automated electron tomography has made it possible to obtain 3-D 
reconstructions of whole ice-imbedded prokaryotic cells or organelles such as mitochondria with 
resolutions in the range of 6 to 8 nm and with advanced instrumentation we are now entering the 
realm of molecular resolution (2 to 4 nm). In spite of the inevitably low signal-to-noise ratio of the 
tomograms, it is possible to detect and identify macromolecular complexes by virtue of their 
structural signature, provided that high-to-medium resolution structures of the molecules under 
scrutiny are available to be used as templates in searching the reconstructed volumes. The search 
can, of course, be performed with multiple templates, allowing not only the mapping of territorial 
distributions, but also revealing spatial relationships in functional “neighborhoods”, thus bridging 
the gap between molecular and cellular structural biology[4]. 
  
RESULTS. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and to assess the level of 
fidelity in mapping specific macromolecules we have performed extensive studies with ‘phantom 
cells’; there are liposomes of known macromolecular contents. Studies with real cells include 
several archaea and dictyostelium cells grown directly on EM grids. Beyond visualizing the 
cytoskeleton with a noninvasive method and with unprecedented resolution, it has also been 
possible to detect and identify several macromolecular complexes in situ. 
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